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Justice in Moscow?

Kathryn Hendley

school of Law and Department of Political science, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wi, UsA

The very idea of justice in post-Soviet Russia strikes many as ludicrous, much as it did when George 
Feifer suggested it might be possible in the Khrushchev-era Soviet Union (Feifer 1964). The media and 
much of the social science literature tend to dismiss Russian courts as hopelessly politicized or incom-
petent.1 While not disputing the sad reality of politicized justice, I argue that it is the exception, not the 
rule. The outcome of high-profile cases such as those involving Aleksei Navalny, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, 
and the members of Pussy Riot were clearly dictated by extra-legal factors. Likewise, the thousands of 
businessmen whose convictions were bought by their former business partners based on manufactured 
evidence saw little evidence of justice. Such cases coexist with the millions of mundane disputes that 
are of no interest to anyone other than the litigants themselves. These are the cases that interest me.

My conversations with ordinary Russians and observations of routine cases in both the courts of 
general jurisdiction and the economic (or arbitrazh) courts over the decades since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union convince me that most Russians are getting a fair shake in court (Hendley 2011, 2009). 
Others may be less convinced by what I learned through focus groups and other qualitative methods. 
After all, despite efforts to pull together a wide variety of different types of Russians in focus groups 
and to observe a broad spectrum of cases, my samples were not representative. In this article, I test my 
convictions by analyzing data collected by the Levada Center in a nationally representative survey of 
2308 Russians fielded in 2010 that explored their attitudes and experiences with regard to the courts. 
My analysis focuses on a subset of this population who had been to Russian courts and had seen their 
cases through to a decision. These 638 court veterans, who are referred to in this article as “users,” were 
asked a series of detailed questions about their experiences. In particular, they were asked to assess 
the fairness of the decision in their case. As Table 1 documents, over 70% characterized it as fair, a result 
that confounds the common wisdom about the courts. Using this as my dependent variable, I explore 
what factors contribute to a sense of justice.

ABSTRACT
The article explores Russians’ satisfaction with their experiences in court 
and with the legal system more generally. The analysis draws on a nationally 
representative survey of Russians, fielded by the Levada Center in 2010. The 
results show that most court veterans believe that the decision in their case 
was just, and that the judge treated them well. But these positive feelings do 
not extend beyond their case. Russians who have no court experience tend 
to have more favorable views about the legal system than do court veterans. 
These findings serve to remind us of the difficulty of building confidence in 
the legal system in post-Soviet Russia.
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2  K. HeNdLey

Legal theorists may quibble with equating justice with a fair decision. Much ink has been spilt trying 
to define justice (e.g. Shklar 1992; Rawls 1999; Sandel 2009). The concept of justice is multifaceted and 
somewhat elusive. I take a pragmatic and situational approach by focusing on respondents’ reactions 
to the decision in a specific case. Admittedly, it captures only a snapshot of their belief in the capacity 
of the Russian courts to achieve justice. As the final section of the article suggests, it may not reflect 
their more general views about courts or law. By honing in on individuals’ experience, I ask the most 
basic question: Are the Russian courts capable of rendering justice in the eyes of their citizen-users?

After a review of my methodology, I begin by sketching out what sorts of Russians use the courts. The 
bulk of the article is devoted to an exploration of what factors contribute to a sense of justice (or injus-
tice) among Russian court veterans. The article concludes by contrasting the views of these respondents 
in their own cases with their more general opinions of the courts. In a seemingly illogical twist, despite 
receiving justice in their own cases, Russian court veterans have less confidence in the capacity of the 
courts for fairness than do their fellow countrymen who have no direct experience with the courts.

Evidence of Russians’ court experiences

Commentators on Russia – both within the media and academia – have been quick to discount the 
role of courts (e.g. Hedlund 2005; dawisha 2014; Hale 2014). To be fair, there is considerable evidence 
to support a thesis that Russian courts are of marginal importance. Public opinion polls regularly point 
to Russians’ lack of respect for courts, especially when compared to other key institutions. For example, 
in a nationally representative survey of Russians, fielded by the Levada Center in November 2014, a 
paltry 26% expressed full trust in the courts. By contrast, 79 and 54% gave a full endorsement to the 
president and the church, respectively (Levada 2014). Although the choice to ask about courts without 
specifying the type of court or the context renders the data questionable, the results are nonetheless 
striking. Buttressing them are accounts of high-profile cases and of the seeming impossibility of being 
acquitted in a criminal case as well as memoirs by survivors of various miscarriages of justice.2

The narrative of courts created by this sort of evidence is valid. But as I have argued elsewhere, 
we err when we assume it is the only legitimate narrative for Russia (Hendley 2015). Like other coun-
tries, Russian citizens’ experience of law and courts varies widely, depending on the context and their 
own background. Sharlet (1977) captured this idea beautifully in his essay on Stalinist legal culture, in 
which he argued for the recognition of a dual legal system in which extra-legal treatment of so-called 
enemies of the state coexisted uneasily with a judicial system in which mundane cases were resolved 
according to the written law. Memoirs of the post-Stalinist Soviet legal system by insiders (Kaminskaya 
1982) and foreigners (Feifer 1964) alike provided compelling support for Sharlet’s thesis.3 This sort of 
dualism persists to the present day; I frequently found in my interviewing that the same person who 
condemned the Kremlin’s heavy hand in the Khodorkovsky case was open to turning to the courts to 
resolve a problem that had proven impervious to efforts at informal settlement (Hendley 2011). They 
understood that their treatment at the hands of the courts would be different from that experienced 
by Khodorkovsky or his ilk.

Our knowledge of the work of Russian courts in non-politicized cases is “very skimpy and mostly 
based on anecdotal evidence, press reports or occasional interviews (mostly with highly placed dig-
nitaries)” (Pomorski 2001, 448).4 Like their colleagues in other countries with civil law legal traditions, 

Table 1. responses of Levada court users to whether the decision in their case was fair.

What did you think of the decision issued by the judge? Frequency Percent
Completely fair 259 40.6
Mostly fair 192 30.1
Mostly unfair 91 14.2
Completely unfair 84 13.2
Hard to say 12 1.9
total 638 100
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  3

Russian legal scholars tend to focus more on the law on the books than the law in action. The use of 
sociological methods to study courts is growing in popularity, but remains unusual and unfamiliar to 
judges. Interest in studying the day-to-day activities of courts is greater among foreign scholars, though 
they face their own constraints. In my experience, Russian judges look askance at foreigners who turn 
up on their doorstep with no authorization. Not only are they nervous about interacting with foreign-
ers, they are also unfamiliar with the underlying methodology. They rarely bar their doors to them, but 
tend to be reticent. In his 1999 case study of criminal courts in Krasnoyarsk, Pomorski worked with a 
team of local scholars. He was mostly able to come and go freely, with one notable exception. When 
he arrived unannounced at a courthouse in the Central district Court in Krasnoyarsk and sat down in 
a courtroom to observe the proceedings, he recounts that:

[t]he judge immediately wanted to know who I was and what brought me to his trial room. His response to my 
explanation that I was merely a spectator was quick and stern: “We are in the middle of the proceedings. Leave the 
room!” My respectful inquiry whether court proceedings were open to the public visibly irritated the judge. He 
frowned and barked, “Get out and don’t interfere!” (2001, 459–460)

In an effort to avoid such confrontations, those of us who do this sort of work tend to seek prior approval 
from judicial bureaucrats, which can be difficult to obtain. The work is also time-consuming. Few of us 
have the luxury of observing cases from beginning to end. We are left to stitch stories together from 
bits and pieces. Because we have more sustained opportunities to talk to judges, they often emerge 
in clearer focus than do litigants.

The results are nonetheless revealing. Pomorski’s (2001) case study of the Kirovskii district Court in 
Krasnoyarsk paints a vivid picture of the reality of post-Soviet criminal justice. His field work preceded 
the introduction of the justice-of-the-peace courts (JP courts) and, consequently, almost all criminal 
cases were resolved by district courts. Over his five weeks at the court, he was able to observe 75 cases, 
of which 45 were resolved in his presence.  Perhaps because his interactions with the litigants were 
fleeting, he focused more on judges. His findings that the institutional incentives motivate Russian 
judges to resolve cases quickly and to avoid reversals are echoed by my case studies of arbitrazh and 
JP courts. We agree that judges in all these courts have learned how to push cases through their courts 
and that this takes its toll. In Pomorski’s words,

Pressure to handle cases rapidly imparted a tense, hectic pace to judicial work. Judges rushed from one professional 
task to another without much room for reading, reflection or mutual consultation. They seemed to be virtually 
obsessed with speed. Accusations of sluggish work or ‘foot dragging’ (in Russian – volokita) were feared as they 
could lead even to the dismissal of judges with life appointment. ... Facing a choice between expeditious conclusion 
of trials or procedural and substantive fairness, the judges more than often opted for the former over the latter. 
Apparently, it was understood that it was easier to ‘get away’ with the qualitative flaws in the trials than with the 
sluggish processing of cases. (2001, 456)

Missing from his account, however, is a sense of how litigants saw the proceedings.5 Much of my work 
on the arbitrazh courts suffers from the same gap. I found that the fast pace of the hearings, many of 
which lasted less than a half hour, made it difficult to build trust with litigants. Judges, on the other 
hand, gradually grew accustomed to my presence and were willing to offer their assessments of the 
proceedings in the intervals between hearings. In my more recent work on the JP courts, I have been 
able to fill in some of the gaps (Hendley forthcoming). I share litigants’ struggles to understand the 
twists and turns of the legal process. even so, my glimpses are ephemeral. Though I visited JP courts 
in eight locales,6 interviewed 65 justices of the peace, and observed over 100 cases, I was rarely able 
to see a case through from beginning to end. I relied on the surveys of organizations that monitored 
these courts (discussed below) to better understand litigants’ views of what had happened.

The burgeoning literature on jury trials provides a different vantage point.7 In an appendix to his 
exhaustive account of the introduction of juries in post-Soviet Russia, Thaman (1995) includes cap-
sule descriptions of the 114 initial cases involving juries in the nine pilot regions. Though he has little 
information about how the defendants themselves experienced the process, he interviewed many of 
their lawyers and shares their recollections. Reynolds (1997) shares the results of a survey of those who 
served as jurors in Saratov, which document satisfaction levels in the 90% levels.
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4  K. HeNdLey

In addition to these qualitative studies, there is a growing body of surveys that touch on Russians’ 
attitudes and behavior regarding courts. For example, the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey-
Higher School of economics (RLMS-HSe), a nationally representative household-based panel survey 
of Russians that has been fielded regularly since 1992, included blocks of questions related to law and 
courts in its 2004, 2008, and 2012 rounds.8 The wealth of information about respondents’ political atti-
tudes and economic circumstances allowed for particularly rich analyses of the relationship between 
such factors and court use (Hendley 2012b, 2012c, forthcoming). Other surveys took a different tack, 
boring in on courts and law. Notable among these is a nationally representative survey that queried 
Russians about the courts that was fielded by IMdeM (Information Science for democracy), an inde-
pendent Moscow policy institute, in 2008 (Gorbus et al. 2010). Not only did the survey explore attitudes 
and behavior regarding law and courts, it also asked for respondents’ reactions to several hypothetical 
scenarios. A wide range of options were offered, ranging from doing nothing to confronting the sit-
uation informally to pursuing the matter to court. These questions provided a rare glimpse into the 
initial stages of Russians’ thinking. Not surprisingly, many of those surveyed reported that they would 
take no action. We know that this is the most common response in Russia, as elsewhere, but it is the 
proverbial non-barking dog, making it extraordinarily difficult to capture and study (Sandefur 2007).

With the advent of the JP courts after the turn of the twenty-first century, interest grew in their 
effectiveness. Two separate projects sought to capture the reactions of litigants in the JP courts to their 
experience.9 One was spearheaded by the Moscow-based Institute for Law and Public Policy (ILPP) with 
funding from the MacArthur Foundation (voronkov and ezhova 2010; Ivanova 2011). The other was 
organized by the Moscow office of the American Bar Association (ABA) (Kryuchkov 2010). Both groups 
surveyed JP court users. The ILPP project honed in on Perm Krai and Leningradskaya Oblast’, whereas the 
ABA project focused on Nizhninovgorodskaya Oblast’, Rostovskaya Oblast’, and Leningradskaya Oblast’. 
Neither survey made any pretense of being representative. But given the paucity of such evidence, the 
results are worth noting. The results of the two surveys are quite consistent, rendering a picture of JP 
court veterans as generally satisfied. Over a third of the ABA respondents described their experience 
as “successful.” Another 28% said it was successful, but bemoaned the level of bureaucratic red-tape 
involved. Some were more ambivalent. Twenty-two percent said that their problems had been resolved, 
but the case had not turned out as they had hoped. An additional 5% were disappointed because the 
case could not be resolved for “objective reasons.” The remaining 9% of respondents were disgruntled 
for a variety of reasons, including perceived incompetence of the court. Only a handful of the ILPP 
respondents reported any procedural violations during their hearings. Over 80% saw their judges as 
unbiased and independent.

The survey data I analyze in this article, which is drawn from a 2010 survey fielded by the Levada 
Center, is unique in the Russian context. Unlike the JP court surveys, respondents were not selected on 
the basis of their experience with the JP courts. The population, which is drawn from across Russia and 
is representative, includes both users and nonusers. Court veterans have a wide range of experiences, 
both in the JP courts and other courts. Unlike the RLMS-HSe and the INdeM survey, its questions are 
not limited to abstract opinions about the legal system. Instead, respondents are forced to grapple 
with their own real-life experiences in court. virtually every aspect of the judicial process comes under 
scrutiny, beginning with the decision to pursue a problem to court, continuing through the filing of 
the claim and the hearing, ultimately culminating in the respondents’ reaction to the decision in their 
case and their ability to enforce it. The organizers of the survey published an initial article with a wealth 
of descriptive data, but did not explore any deeper questions (Gudkov, dubin, and Zorkaya 2010). This 
article takes the next step by honing in on perceptions of the fairness of the court decision. drawing 
on the comparative courts literature, I test six hypotheses.

Who uses Russian courts

I have elsewhere analyzed the factors associated with the use of courts in Russia, both with the Levada 
data-set and with other data-sets (Hendley 2012b, draft). For those unfamiliar with that work, a brief 
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  5

discussion of the key predictors of use is in order. To this end, I created a dummy variable that isolates 
the 638 (27.6%) Levada respondents who participated in a court case in which a decision was issued.10 
Using this as my dependent variable, I ran a logistic regression that included a set of likely predictors as 
independent variables (Table 2). The results, which are presented in the form of odds ratios, are basically 
consistent with my prior findings.

The primary driver of court use is need. Those who have had a problem that could benefit from legal 
assistance over the past five years are over four times more likely to have gone to court. Buttressing 
this is the strong link between use and divorce. The odds of having been to court are two times greater 
for divorced respondents than for others. This makes sense, given that all but the simplest divorces 
require court approval. The strong link between need and use is, of course, not unique to Russia. Going 
to court is not pleasant anywhere. Few file lawsuits unless they have no other alternative. The Levada 

Table 2. Logistic regression estimated odds ratios for use of courts by respondents in 2010 Levada survey.

***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1.

variables Use of courts
Women 0.765**

(0.0909)
Divorced 2.141***

(0.317)
University graduate 0.914

(0.119)
village resident 0.820

(0.110)
Poor 0.968

(0.196)
employed 0.984

(0.139)
existence of problem that could benefit from legal assistance 4.791***

(0.551)
Confidence in the courts (top 10%) 1.100

(0.213)
impossible to live in russia without violating the law 1.387***

(0.162)
Knowledge of JP and district courts 1.204***

(0.0533)
open to possibility of suing state officials 1.344***

(0.154)
Access to courts as an obstacle to use 0.703**

(0.0991)
Corruption as an obstacle to use of courts 0.954

(0.111)
Lack of judicial independence as an obstacle to use 1.011

(0.116)
stalin generation 2.641***
(Born before 1940) (0.850)
Khrushchev generation 2.623***
(Born 1941–1950) (0.781)
Brezhnev generation 2.970***
(Born 1951–1969) (0.801)
Gorbachev generation 2.475***
(Born 1970–1976) (0.747)
Yel’tsin generation 2.611***
(Born 1977–1987) (0.733)
reference group:
Putin generation
(Born after 1988)
Constant 0.0305***

(0.0134)
Pseudo R2 0.1556
observations 1968D
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6  K. HeNdLey

respondents are not exceptions. When asked why they went to court, 60% said that they literally had 
no other option because only the court could resolve their problem. An additional 22% said that they 
turned to court as a last resort after efforts at resolving their problem informally proved fruitless. Those 
who went to court out of principle (8%) or to find justice (13%) were far fewer.

What stands out about the Russian case is the imperviousness of use to distrust of courts and law 
more generally. The mainstream social science literature typically points to the instrumental use of the 
courts in show trials as well as the lack of respect for courts reflected in public opinion polling when 
concluding that courts are irrelevant in Russia. It assumes that trust is a sine qua non for use. Though 
this may strike laymen as logical, it does not necessarily follow (Hendley 2012b, forthcoming). As Table 2 
documents, respondents’ level of trust or confidence in the courts is not a significant predictor of use.11 
even more surprising is the fact that court users are more likely than nonusers to believe that living 
in Russia without obeying the law is impossible. This undermines yet another seemingly inescapable 
connection, namely that one would have to have faith in the credibility of law in order to pursue a matter 
to court.12 It provides fodder for my argument that Russians have a nuanced view of their courts that is 
highly contextual (Hendley 2015). They may dislike and distrust courts, but nonetheless find them useful 
or unavoidable. What is missing from the Levada survey, and, indeed, may be impossible to capture 
through a survey, is the enthusiasm with which a user approached the court. Those who went to court 
eagerly and those who went reluctantly cannot be distinguished from one another.

For a majority (56%) of Levada users, the lawsuit they described was not their first.13 With experience 
comes hard-earned knowledge about the courts, both the formal rules and the informal norms. Thus, 
it is not surprising that users are more likely to report being well-informed about the JP courts and 
the district courts, the typical portals of entry for most, than are nonusers. Indeed, it is consistent with 
a cornerstone premise of socio-legal research, namely that experience gives users a leg up in court 
(Galanter 1974–1975).

Interestingly, court veterans seem to emerge from their experience emboldened. When interviewing 
Russians, most exhibit a reluctance to take on the state in any form in court (Hendley 2011). Often they 
question that evenness of the playing field in such cases, intimating that judges tend to side with their 
fellow bureaucrats. yet among the Levada users, the odds of being open to challenge state officials in 
court is 30% greater than for nonusers. Perhaps their experience leaves them less intimidated.

Just as interesting as what impacted the propensity of Levada respondents to use the courts is what 
did not. The comparative judicial behavior literature suggests that potential users’ expectations of their 
likely reception by the courts will color their openness to using them (e.g. Tyler 1988; Kritzer and voelker 
1998; Olson and Huth; 1998 Benesh and Howell 2001) (This so-called procedural justice hypothesis is 
discussed in more detail below). The evidence from Russia is mixed. Respondents were asked to identify 
the most serious obstacles to the effective functioning of the judiciary. Several touched on the way 
litigants are treated, including difficulties in gaining access, the danger of delays, and judicial bias. 
Although a substantial number of respondents were troubled by these issues,14 only the question of 
access was a significant predictor of use. As might be expected, those who are skeptical of access are 
less likely to have used the courts. Their concerns have a chilling effect on their behavior; those who 
fear that the courts will be geographically remote are likely to dismiss litigation as a viable option.

Respondents were also asked to share their views on corruption and judicial dependence on political 
and economic elites. Although they saw both as serious problems for the courts, with 56% identifying 
corruption as a major constraint on the effectiveness of courts and 45% coming to the same conclusion 
about the lack of judicial independence, neither factor emerged as a significant predictor of court use.15 
This supports my earlier point about the lack of connection between attitudes and behavior when it 
comes to the courts. Logic might suggest that those who believe judges are craven or that they are at 
the beck and call of the powerful would abstain from going to court. But need trumps such concerns.

For the most part, respondents’ demographic characteristics played little role. Given the closer prox-
imity of courts in urban settings as compared to rural, I had anticipated that locale would matter. No 
doubt the fact that over 80% of users ended up in a court where they lived, rather than having to travel 
elsewhere, blunted this factor. It was likewise irrelevant in my analysis of court use that relied on the 
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  7

RLMS-HSe (Hendley 2012b). Along similar lines, neither educational levels nor socioeconomic status 
plays a significant role.16 What does matter is gender and age. As with my prior work, men emerge as 
more likely litigators than women. My qualitative work suggests that women are less trigger-happy 
when it comes to litigating; they are more patient negotiators. To explore the effects of age, I divided 
the Levada respondents into generational cohorts corresponding to the period when they came of age. 
The youngest cohort – the Putin generation – is used as the reference group. The odds of having used 
the courts are consistently higher among their elders. Perhaps this reflects the increased complexity 
of their lives as they age.

Russians’ assessment of their court experiences

Before delving into how Russians evaluate their court experiences, a few words of background are in 
order. As Figure 1 indicates, the Levada users litigated in the courts of general jurisdiction with only a 
few exceptions.17 Two-thirds had been to district courts, whereas 28% had used the JP courts. The JP 
courts are a relatively recent innovation, having been authorized in 1998 and gradually rolled out across 
Russia over the following decade (Hendley 2012a). Their purpose is to syphon off simpler cases from the 
district courts, leaving them more time to handle complicated cases. Civil cases involving claims of up 
to 50,000 rubles as well as straightforward divorces originate with the JP courts, as do criminal cases in 
which the maximum penalty is less than three years’ incarceration. virtually all administrative claims are 
heard by JP courts. These are cases involving the state, such as traffic tickets or fines for underpayment 
of taxes or other state fees. This leaves civil claims for larger sums and divorces in which child custody 
is at issue for the district courts. These courts also deal with more serious criminal charges.

A majority (61%) of the Levada users participated in civil cases. This mirrors the docket of the courts 
themselves, where civil cases greatly outnumber criminal or administrative cases. Family-related dis-
putes made up the largest single category of civil cases, accounting for 49%, followed by personal injury 
claims (36%), housing (24%), and labor disputes (10%). Participants in family disputes were the most 
likely subgroup to indicate that they turned to the court because they had no other option.18 In Russia, 
the path to divorce runs through courts in all but the very simplest cases. Child support problems are 
likewise the responsibility of courts.

About two-thirds (67%) of the Levada users instigated their lawsuit. As to the remainder, their par-
ticipation was involuntary. Figure 1 differentiates between these groups. Those involved in civil actions 
were most likely to have initiated their claim. The two groups are more evenly divided when it comes 
to criminal and administrative cases.

The Levada users were generally successful. Over half (56%) reported complete success, while an 
additional 17% reported partial success. Only 26% were unsuccessful. The type of court did not cause 
these ratios to vary significantly. The type of case did. As Figure 2 documents, the chances of winning, 
either completely or partially, were the greatest for civil claimants. Almost 80% of this group enjoyed 

40
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Figure 1. type of court used, broken down by whether the respondents initiated the case.
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8  K. HeNdLey

success. Though this might seem like an improbably high success rate, it is actually substantially lower 
than the 95% success rate reflected in official court statistics for 2014. That statistic only becomes 
believable when we recognize that over half of the civil cases were decided by summary order (sudebnyi 
prikaz) without a full-fledged hearing (Otchet 2014).19 By contrast, the percentage of winners dropped 
to 65 for criminal cases and to 54 for administrative cases.

But my primary interest is not in the win–loss ratio, but in the Levada users’ substantive assessment 
of the decision in their case. As I noted earlier, over 70% of them believed the decision in their case as 
fair (see Table 1). Of this group, a majority (57%) characterized their decision as “completely fair,” while 
the remainder saw it as “mostly fair.” Of those who saw their decision as unfair, a slight majority (52%) 
were on the fence, describing it as “mostly unfair.” The truly disgruntled, who believed their decision 
was “completely unfair,” constituted only 13% of all court users. In other words, the vast majority of the 
Levada users found justice in the Russian courts.

Although these results are consistent with those yielded by the earlier surveys of JP court users, they 
do not reflect the prevailing common wisdom. Both the Russian and Western media regularly deride 
the Russian courts as corrupt, inept, and inhospitable. The mainstream social science literature mostly 
agrees, generally treating the Russian courts as a handmaiden to the Kremlin and other powerful actors. 
Moreover, public opinion polling tends to support this view of courts as peripheral. When we juxtapose 
these views with the Levada users’ validation of the judgments rendered by the courts in their cases, 
the contrast is striking. This makes the results worth exploring.

To that end, I investigate six hypotheses to explain users’ reactions to the decisions in their cases 
and test them through logistic regression analysis. The first is the simplest. Perhaps users’ qualitative 
evaluations are driven by distributive justice, namely the outcome of their cases. The second fastens on 
the level of control users had in their case, positing that those with greater control are more likely to feel 
satisfied with the result. The third hypothesis is closely related. It focuses on representation, arguing that 
users who had lawyers will be more upbeat about their experience. The fourth centers on procedural 
justice, positing that users who were satisfied with their treatment by judges and their staff are more 
likely to view the outcome as fair. The fifth hypothesizes that confidence in the courts will be reflected 
in assessments of case outcomes. The final hypothesis explores the relationship between views of law 
and fairness, arguing that confidence in law will likewise be reflected in assessments of case outcomes.

The distributive justice hypothesis

A well-accepted truism about litigation is that neither side emerges truly satisfied. Rarely does the 
putative victor get everything she wanted at the outset. But it would seem to follow that those who 
get more of what they want would be more likely to view the outcome as fair, given that people tend 
to internalize whatever they sought as fair.

The Levada users provide considerable support for this hypothesis. As Figure 3 shows, almost two-
thirds of those who described themselves as being total winners found the decision in their case to be 
completely fair. This percentage drops by half for those who enjoyed partial success and drops even 
more precipitously to less than 10% for those who lost their case. The trend reverses itself for appraisals 
of complete unfairness. Less than one percent of the total winners put themselves in this category, 
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Figure 2. outcome of case, broken down by type of case.
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  9

compared to about 12% of partial winners. Over 40% of those who were unsuccessful in court charac-
terized the decision in their case as completely unfair.

Indeed, the correlation between the variables measuring outcome and fairness is too high (0.6763) 
to include it in the statistical model. The other variables included in the model (discussed below) explain 
31% of the variation in the dependent variable of fairness, which confirms that whether a user wins or 
loses is only part of the explanation.

The control hypothesis

The comparative judicial behavior literature asserts that the nature of court use influences how the expe-
rience is perceived. More specifically, US-based studies have confirmed that users with greater control 
tend to emerge as more satisfied with their experiences and with the courts more generally (Thibault 
and Walker 1975; Tyler 1988; Benesh and Howell 2001). These studies not only contrast plaintiffs and 
defendants, but also bring jurors into the mix, arguing that jurors’ role in shaping the outcome gives 
them a sense of ownership over the proceedings that is then reflected in their attitudes. In contrast to 
the US, where juries are an option for litigants in virtually every case, the availability of juries in Russia 
is limited to a small set of very serious criminal charges. Because only nine of the Levada users had 
experience as a juror, I was unable to incorporate this factor. Instead, I focus on whether being the 
initiator of the case or having been dragged into court makes a difference in users’ view of the fairness 
of the decision in their case.

To test this control hypothesis as well as the remaining four hypotheses, I used logistic regression 
analysis and report the results as odds ratios. I created a dummy variable that captured the minority 
of users who saw the decision in their case as completely unfair to serve as the dependent variable 
for the regression. Included in the model as explanatory variables are standard demographic control 
variables as well as variables that capture each of the hypotheses (other than the outcome hypothesis). 
As Table 3 reveals, none of the demographic variables is statistically significant. On the other hand, the 
results provide confirmation of the control hypothesis. To capture this argument, I included a variable 
(discussed above) that divides the users into those who took control by initiating the lawsuit and those 
who were acted upon. Those who instigate cases frame the issues to be resolved by the court, which 
inevitably gives them greater control. The other side is always playing catch-up. The odds for viewing 
their decision as completely unfair are 2.5 times greater for these responders than for the instigators, 
holding all other factors constant. This makes sense. The lack of control that comes with being on the 
defensive can easily slip into a sense of having been wronged.

Although I am separating out the different hypotheses for analytical purposes, they are deeply 
intertwined. This is particularly true for the role of control and outcome. Those who initiated their cases 
enjoy a higher winning ratio than do those against whom cases were brought. As a group, 56% of users 
reported the outcome of their case as a complete success. This percentage shoots up to 70% for those 
who initiated their case and drops down to 27% for those who did not.
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Figure 3. relationship between outcome and fairness.
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10  K. HeNdLey

The representation hypothesis

In many legal systems, having a legal professional to guide one through the litigation process is 
considered essential (Rhode 2004; Sandefur and Smyth 2011). The procedural rules that determine 
the prerequisites for bringing claims to court can be difficult for laymen to parse. Through a com-
bination of their schooling and experience, lawyers can ease litigants’ anxieties. Thanks to their 
knowledge of the formal rules and practical experience with the interplay between these rules 
and more informal norms of the courthouse, lawyers arguably give their clients an advantage in 
the litigation process (Galanter 1974–1975). Studies grounded in US (Relis 2002, 160) and Chinese 
(Gallagher 2016, 125) experience have found that being represented improves users’ views of courts’ 
capacity for fairness.

This is, of course, the positive view of the contribution of lawyers. A less generous version of their 
role paints them less as facilitators and more as manipulators. Rumors abound of lawyers who take 
a simple disagreement and, rather than advising their clients to find a mutually acceptable accord, 
convince them to take a more confrontational stance by pursuing the matter to court (e.g. Griffiths 
1986; Sarat and Felstiner 1995). For clients unfamiliar with their rights, distinguishing between sound 
advice and advice designed to allow a lawyer to feather his own nest can be impossible. After all, a 
scorched earth strategy is sometimes warranted. But unfamiliarity with court procedures combined 
with the heightened emotions attendant to disputes, especially when they involve friends or family, 
can leave clients vulnerable to their lawyers’ advice.

Table 3. Logistic regression estimated odds ratios for complete unfairness of decision in individual cases of the Levada users.

***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1.

variables Court decision viewed as completely unfair
Year of birth 0.988

(0.0109)
Women 0.935

(0.288)
Divorced 0.785

(0.293)
University graduate 0.871

(0.304)
village resident 1.176

(0.411)
Poor 1.934

(0.795)
employed 0.603

(0.203)
existence of legal problem within past 3 years 0.912

(0.280)
target of lawsuit (non-initiator) 2.508***

(0.784)
represented in court 2.294***

(0.682)
Procedural justice scale (top 20%) 0.0588***

(0.0613)
Confidence in the courts 0.632***

(0.0723)
Law definitely cannot protect citizens 3.646***

(1.144)
Judges accept bribes regularly 1.846*

(0.634)
separation of powers unimportant 0.830**

(0.0627)
Constant 4.623e + 09

(9.893e + 10)
Pseudo R2 0.3129
observations 607
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  11

An assumption that lawyers make a positive contribution gives rise to the representation hypothesis, 
which posits that users who had lawyers are more likely to view the decision in their case as fair. As Table 
3 shows, whether a user was represented is a robust predictor of their assessment of their decision, but 
not in the direction predicted by the representation hypothesis. Instead, those who had lawyers were 
over two times more likely to characterize their decision as completely unfair.

The specifics of the Russian context makes this result less surprising than it would be in a fully 
adversarial country like the United States. In contrast to the US, Russia shares a civil law legal heritage 
with its continental european neighbors, with a somewhat unique socialist law interlude.20 Although 
recent revisions to its procedural codes introduce adversarialism, its civil law roots shine through in 
practice. For the most part, judges dominate the proceedings, often dictating what sort of evidence 
the parties should present and questioning those involved. In my experience, judges and their staff 
members are patient with neophytes, walking them through the procedural requirements (Hendley 
2007, forthcoming). This is one of the few vestiges of Russia’s socialist law period, when judges were 
expected to educate litigants about the law and preach to them about the importance of socialist norms 
(Berman 1963). Though the latter expectation has faded, present-day Russian judges continue to feel 
a pedagogical obligation. The limited role for judicial precedent means that preparing complaints and 
other pleadings is relatively straightforward.21 The availability of judges and their staff to consult with 
the public during “office hours” (priemnye chasy)22 and the presence of multiple sample documents on 
court websites further eases the burden on litigants. The procedural rules themselves are written in 
plain language, easily understood by non-professionals. These factors combine to make lawyers less 
essential in Russian courtrooms than in many other countries.

Also contributing to the lack of urgency surrounding lawyers is a confusion among Russians about 
how to find a reasonably priced yet reputable lawyer. The increased popularity of studying law has cre-
ated a glut of lawyers.23 The rigid regulation of the legal profession of the Soviet era has given way to a 
free-for-all that has left laymen bewildered. Although advokaty, lawyers who have passed a qualifying 
exam and been admitted to the bar (Jordan 2005), have maintained their monopoly on representing 
criminal defendants, litigants are free to engage lawyers who have not gone through this gauntlet to 
represent them in other types of cases. My conversations with Russians suggest that they are unsure 
how to assess the qualifications of available lawyers. Their qualms are not baseless. When observing the 
day-to-day operations of Russian courts, I have often been struck by the unevenness of the lawyering. 
Alongside the talented and conscientious are poorly prepared and careless lawyers. Judges find such 
mediocrity frustrating, but have few tools available to police the profession. Russians are also nervous 
about the cost of legal services. When respondents in the 2004, 2006, and 2012 rounds of the RLMS-
HSe were asked what constrained their use of courts, over three-fourths consistently listed the high 
cost of lawyers.24 Interestingly, when the Levada users who represented themselves were asked why, 
a plurality (45%) put a positive spin on their decision, saying that they knew the details of their case 
better than anyone else and felt well prepared for court. Fears of cost came in a distant second, with 
25% citing the fact that they lacked sufficient funds to hire a private lawyer.

In terms of the use of lawyers among the Levada court veterans, there is an almost even split, with 
320 having had assistance and 318 having represented themselves. A deeper analysis of these two 
groups provides further insight into the reasons why those with lawyers are more troubled by the 
decisions in their cases. The likelihood for having professional assistance varied greatly depending 
on the type of case. Given that the state mandates and provides lawyers for defendants who lack the 
means to hire their own lawyer in most criminal cases, the fact that 72% of those involved in criminal 
proceedings were represented makes sense (as compared to 45 and 32% for those involved in civil and 
administrative cases, respectively).25 But two realities of Russian criminal justice help explain why this 
assistance may not have had the desired result of improving the litigant’s court experience. The first is 
the poor quality and inattentiveness of many advokaty who represent indigent defendants. They are 
paid a pittance to take on such cases.26 The young and inexperienced lawyers who tend to take on 
this work often have to load up on such cases to make a living, leaving them little time to master the 
details of the individual cases. Their presence in the courtroom is frequently a formality that provides 
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12  K. HeNdLey

little substantive benefit to their client. Unfortunately, the survey does not distinguish between court- 
appointed lawyers and privately retained lawyers. The second reality that potentially diminishes the 
value of being represented is the likelihood of losing a criminal case. Levada users came up short in 
35% of criminal cases, as compared to 21% for civil cases.

The procedural justice hypothesis

The comparative judicial behavior literature emphasizes the importance of how litigants are treated 
by the courts as a predictor of their attitudes toward the decision in their case and toward courts more 
generally (e.g. Kritzer and voelker 1998; Benesh and Howell 2001; Rottman et al. 2003; dougherty, 
Lindquist, and Bradbury 2006; Tyler 2006). Among the factors that fall under this procedural justice 
rubric are ease of filing a case, judicial evenhandedness, and judicial courtesy. Confirming that litigants 
are prepared to forgive losing if they believe that the process by which the decision was reached was 
fundamentally fair, several US-based studies have found that procedural justice concerns trump out-
come as predictors of positive attitudes (e.g. Benesh and Howell 2001). The Russian story is somewhat 
different. When exploring the sources of confidence in the courts, I found that, as in the US, procedural 
justice and distributive justice both are robust predictors of confidence, but that the former does not 
outshine the latter (Hendley, draft). Rather, their effect was the same.

In this article, I am asking a different question. My focus is on users’ assessment of the fairness of 
the decision in their case. I hypothesize that users who felt they were well treated by the courts will be 
more likely to have a favorable view of their outcome. Unfortunately, the high correlation between the 
variables measuring the outcome itself and its fairness (the dependent variable) makes it impossible 
to include the outcome variable. As a result, we will not be able to compare the relative strength of 
distributive justice vs. procedural justice when it comes to users’ attitudes regarding the fairness of 
the decision.

The Levada survey proved to be a rich source of data on procedural justice. It included a set of 10 
questions that sought out users’ satisfaction with work of judges and courthouse personnel as to various 
aspects of the process. Respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction on a four-point 
scale, ranging from completely unsatisfied to completely satisfied. The means for each of these variables 
hover around three (see Table 4), indicating a sense of contentment that belies the common wisdom. 
I combined these 10 variables into a single scale of users’ assessment of the presence or absence of 
procedural justice in their cases.27 Scores ranged from 1 to 38, with a mean of 21.3. A few words of 
explanation about each of them provide useful background on how cases proceed in Russia.

The first two questions asked about pretrial issues. Users were asked about their satisfaction with 
the procedure for preparing the complaint and with the filing procedure. The rules are laid out in the 
procedural codes. Although websites that offer advice and sample form have proliferated and court per-
sonnel are available to answer questions, the uninitiated and unrepresented can find the prerequisites 

Table 4. Mean scores for variables measuring users’ satisfaction with various elements of procedural justice.

Note: scale from 1 to 4, with higher scores reflecting greater satisfaction.

Satisfaction with ...
Mean  

response
the procedure for preparing a complaint 3.05
the procedure for filing a complaint 3.06
equal opportunities to present arguments, provide testimony, and make motions for both parties 2.87
the objectivity and lack of bias of the judge (adversarialism) 2.79
the opportunity to review the case file 2.94
the accuracy of the protokoly 2.97
the substance of the decision (based on law) 2.83
the timing of the receipt of the decision 3.06
the timing of hearings and the decision (avoid delays) 2.83
the enforcement of the decision 2.82
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  13

confusing. yet users have few complaints about this early stage of the process. The means for these two 
variables are among the highest for any of the procedural justice indicators.

An additional five questions addressed various aspects of the hearings. Two of the questions focused 
on evenhandedness. Users were first asked whether both parties were given equal opportunities to 
present their arguments. This was followed by a related question about their level of satisfaction with the 
judge’s objectivity. This latter question was framed in terms of “ensuring adversarialism” (obespechenie 
sostyazatel’nosti), an odd choice by the survey’s drafters in light of the nascent and tentative nature of 
adversarialism in Russia. The 1993 Russian Constitution embraced adversarialism, using this somewhat 
arcane word – sostyazatelʻnost’ – which is not part of the everyday vocabulary of ordinary Russians.28 It 
was subsequently threaded into the procedural codes. But my observation of hundreds of cases over 
the past two decades leaves me skeptical as to its meaningfulness (Hendley 2007). Harkening back to 
their civil law roots, most Russian judges keep tight control over the proceedings. Belying the shift of 
the burden of proof to the parties, judges often dictate the evidence that parties need to present and 
do the bulk of questioning in hearings. This question about judicial objectivity earned the lowest mean 
score of any of the procedural justice indicators.

Russian courts do not routinely prepare verbatim transcripts of hearings. Instead, a court secretary 
prepares a summary, known as a protokol. The quality of these protokoly varies widely. Court secre-
taries are woefully underpaid. Many have only a high school education and, while some see their job 
as a stepping stone and seek to make a good impression, others take little pride in their work. With 
respect to both of these issues, litigants have the right to probe for more information. They are enti-
tled to review the court’s file, though sometimes practical obstacles are put in their way. The times 
during which these materials are accessible can be made deliberately inconvenient or the premises 
for reviewing them can be inhospitable. When this happens, the goal of the court staff is rarely to 
block access, but rather to minimize the inconvenience to themselves by such demands. As to the 
protokoly, litigants are entitled to review them and, if inaccuracies are found, to request corrections. 
The Levada survey asked whether respondents had been given a satisfactory opportunity to review 
the materials of their cases and about the accuracy of the protokoly. Neither issue emerged as par-
ticularly problematic.

Users were also asked about delays. Keeping in mind the truism that justice delayed is justice denied, 
timeliness is a traditional element of procedural justice. Russian judges have less latitude than their 
US counterparts on this score. The procedural codes incorporate clear deadlines for resolving cases, 
which tend to be expressed in terms of weeks or months.29 Judges’ ability to meet these deadlines are 
a key indicator of success (Hendley 2013, 825). As a result, violations are rare (Hendley 2012c). But time 
is relative. For someone desperate for help, waiting several weeks or months can feel like an eternity, 
which explains why two-thirds of those surveyed as part of the RLMS-HSe in 2012 identified delays as 
a significant constraint on the usability of Russian courts. But the results for the Levada users were a 
virtual mirror image, perhaps because they were asked about their own case; 69% were satisfied that 
their case was handled in a timely fashion.

The final three measures of procedural justice focused on the decision itself. Users were asked 
about delays in receiving a copy of the decision.30 More tellingly, they were asked about the sub-
stance of the decision, namely whether they found it to be well grounded. The Russian word used –  
obosnovannost’ – captures a sense that the judge was guided by law in writing the decision. Finally, 
they were asked to assess their satisfaction with the enforcement of the decision. enforcement has 
been a perennial sore point for the Russian courts, at least according to the media (Hendley 2004). 
The Levada respondents were, however, more sanguine; over two-thirds were satisfied with the imple-
mentation of their decision.

The regression analysis confirms the critical role of procedural justice in shaping users’ views of the 
decision in their case. To crystallize the importance of such concerns, I created a dummy variable that 
isolated respondents who were most content with their treatment by the courts, namely the top 20% 
of the scale built from the 10 questions. The odds of viewing their decision as completely unfair for 
this group was over 90% less than for those who were less satisfied with their treatment by the courts. 
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14  K. HeNdLey

This tends to confirm the larger hypothesis of the literature, namely a belief that one will be listened 
to and treated fairly that is grounded in actual experience will give rise to positive feelings about one’s 
experience in the courts.

The court confidence hypothesis

Moving from the concrete to the abstract, I explored the impact of respondents’ attitudes toward the 
courts more generally on their assessment of the decision in their case. It would seem to follow that 
having confidence in the courts would spill over onto perceptions of individual cases, though the 
irrelevance of confidence when Russians are deciding whether to use the courts (see Table 1) creates 
doubt. I used three somewhat disparate variables to test this hypothesis.

The first is the most straightforward. Respondents in the Levada survey – both users and nonusers – 
were asked to evaluate the extent to which they believed the Russian courts were capable of protecting 
their interests along a seven-point scale. The mean score for users was 3.57, reflecting their ambivalence 
about the courts.31 Once again, we see that confidence in the courts is not always a prerequisite to using 
the courts. On the other hand, as Table 3 indicates, when such confidence is present, the likelihood that 
users will regard the decision in their case as completely unfair is significantly less. Not only does this 
provide evidence in support of the court confidence hypothesis, but it also reminds us that the thought 
processes connected with going to court and with assessing one’s experiences in court are different.

Another marker for confidence in the courts is a belief that they are not swayed by outside influences. 
Put more bluntly, to what extent do users believe that judges generally decide cases according to the 
law vs. crediting reports that they decide cases in response to bribes or the entreaties of the politically 
powerful? As to bribery, respondents were asked how often judges accept bribes. The wording of the 
question took the existence of bribes as a given. Most (69%) respondents accepted the premise. Within 
this group, a majority (79%) indicated that Russian judges accept bribes more often than not, with more 
concluding that it happened somewhat often (60%) than as a regular occurrence (19%). Only 21% said 
that bribes were a rare event. How to interpret what the 31% who declined to give an opinion, saying 
that it was too difficult to respond is unclear.32 Perhaps they did not accept the premise that bribes 
are ubiquitous in Russian courts. Lending credence to this is the fact that, when asked to identify what 
group of state workers is most corrupt, judges and court personnel were tied with doctors for fourth 
place, well behind traffic police, federal officials, police and local officials.33 Alternatively, some or all of 
this 31% may have been reluctant to express their views on a touchy political issue.

To test the impact of attitudes regarding court-related corruption on users’ views of the decision in 
their case, I created a dummy variable that isolates those who believe that judges regularly accept bribes. 
Not surprisingly, the odds of characterizing their decision as completely unfair are over two times greater 
for this group than for the remaining users, who are less convinced of the corruptibility of the courts.

equally troubling for many Russians is the potential for political interference with the work of the courts. 
This raises the specter of telephone law whereby decisions are rendered not on the basis of the written 
law, but reflect the interests of political elites (Ledeneva 2008). Sometimes their desires are communicated 
via phone, hence the moniker. But just as often, judges may be responding to informal signals. At the 
heart of judicial dependence on outside forces is a lack of commitment to the constitutionally mandated 
separation of the three branches of government. To that end, I turned to a question that asked the Levada 
respondents about the importance of maintaining this separation. I created a dummy variable for the 
minority of users (16.5%) who regard this principle as unimportant. As we might expect, as compared to 
those who embrace the need to keep the courts free from interference from the legislative and executive 
branches, this group is almost twice as likely to have viewed the decision in their case as completely unfair.

The results for these three variables provide strong support for the proposition that confidence 
in the courts is a robust predictor of positive assessments by users of the decisions in their individual 
cases. Or, to flip the logic, users who are skeptical of the capacity of the court for justice are more likely 
to project their views onto what happened to them, and to conclude that their decision was unjust.
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POST-SOvIeT AFFAIRS  15

The law confidence hypothesis

Along similar lines, logic would seem to dictate that having confidence in the capacity of law to matter 
in Russia would contribute to a willingness to view court decisions as fair. Once again, framing it in the 
negative helps bring it into clearer focus. I suspected that those who doubted the ability of law to serve 
their interests would be more likely to characterize the decisions in their cases as unfair.

The Levada survey asked whether respondents felt protected by law. Among users, complete 
 confidence in the law was in short supply. Only 7% felt that law could definitely protect them, many 
more (38%) in this hopeful group hedged their bets, saying that law might be able to protect them. 
Half of users openly questioned the value of law; 35% said that law probably could not protect them; 
an additional 15% were even more pessimistic, saying that law definitely could not protect them.34

To test the hypothesis, I created a dummy for this 15% of law-doubters. As Table 3 documents, 
negativity regarding the potential of law is a powerful predictor of negativity regarding the decision 
in one’s case. Those who hold these views are 3.5 times more likely to view their decision as completely 
unfair. This strong link between negative attitudes toward law and outcomes makes more sense when 
we recall that skepticism about the ability to live in Russia without violating the law was a powerful 
predictor of court use (see Table 2). It is fair to surmise that this category of users are in court grudgingly. 
They may go into the process fearing the worst and then find that the courts live up (or down, in this 
case) to their expectations.

Perhaps with regard to these last two hypotheses, we are witnessing a downward spiral. Those who 
lack trust in law and the courts may be incapable of believing that anything positive can come out of 
the courts. They may reflect what Kurkchiyan has described as the “negative myth of the rule of law” 
in Russia (2003, 30).

Spillover effect of court experience on general attitudes toward courts

The Levada users were generally satisfied with the court experiences. Not only did they find the decisions 
in their cases to be basically fair, but they also felt that their judges treated them fairly. It would not 
be a leap to conclude that most believed they received justice in their cases. It might seem logical to 
expect that these favorable views would then spill over into users’ general attitudes toward the courts. 
Comparative experience shows that users are sometimes, but not always, more favorably disposed 
toward courts than are nonusers.35 The results for the Levada users were mixed.

Table 5 lays out a comparison of the means for users and nonusers for a range of different attitudes 
toward courts. Given the positive experience of users, it is surprising to see that they consistently lag 
behind nonusers when it comes to trust and confidence in the courts. These differences are statistically 
significant and persist regardless of how the question is framed. For example, the question about con-
fidence asked respondents to assess the extent to which they believed that the courts are prepared to 
protect their interests along a seven-point scale. By contrast, the question about trust was framed in 
more antiseptic terms, asking how they evaluated the work of the present-day Russian courts along a 
four-point scale. Though users might have been expected to filter their answers to both questions, but 
especially to the first question, through the prism of their own experience, this does not seem to have 
happened. We see the same pattern when it comes to procedural justice. When asked about judges’ 
level of courtesy toward litigants, a cornerstone element of procedural justice, nonusers give judges 
higher marks than do users. The difference in means is not huge, but it is statistically significant.

What explains the disparity in the opinions expressed by court users? When interviewing Russians 
about courts, I find that they often begin by castigating the courts, reflecting the tone of the media. 
Sometimes this attitude persists throughout our conversation. Not infrequently, however, as I probe 
with questions about their own experience, it turns out that they have used the courts to good effect. 
By the end of the interview, many are singing a different tune about the courts. Although the survey 
was more formal, the dynamic may have been the same. The survey began with general questions 
and transitioned into the more specific questions grounded in personal experiences. Users may have 
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16  K. HeNdLey

started in a more hostile frame of mind and softened as they remembered their own experiences. These 
multiple narratives remind us that few people have a one-size-fits-all view of the courts. Their responses, 
whether in an interview or as part of a survey, depend on the underlying context.

On the other hand, when it comes to knowledge and interest, users outshine nonusers. This makes 
sense. It confirms the results of the statistical model in Table 1. While not a prerequisite for litigating, a 
sense of comfort with the courts makes it more palatable. When asked a general question about their 
knowledge about the courts, there is a slight advantage for users over nonusers. The difference comes 
into sharper focus when we hone in on their respective levels of knowledge about the JP courts and the 
courts of general jurisdiction, the typical entry points for the sort of mundane cases these respondents 
are likely to have. As Table 5 shows, the gap between the two groups increases substantially, with users 
reporting greater knowledge than nonusers. We see the same pattern when it comes to interest in the 
courts. When asked about their overall level of interest, users outstrip nonusers. This suggests some 
nonusers pay no attention to courts; for them, litigating is not a viable option. More intriguing are the 
responses to questions about their interest in learning about high-profile cases. Regardless whether 
the cases were economic, political, or criminal, users took a greater interest than nonusers. Given that 
the law often plays second fiddle to extra-legal factors (including bribes and political influence) in 
such cases, it could be argued that paying attention to them should depress court use. These data 
tell a different story. It begins to make sense when we factor in the pragmatism at the root of Russian 
litigation. As we thread in the higher comfort level of users (as compared to nonusers) with the use of 
the courts to get rid of political dissidents or to discard an inconvenient business partner, it appears 

Table 5. Comparison of means for users and nonusers for court-related variables.

variable Index Mean for users Mean for nonusers p-value test
Confidence 
 Are courts prepared to protect your 

interests?
1–7 3.47 3.81 0

 Can citizens count on courts to handle 
cases fairly and impartially?

1–4 2.31 2.41 0.0017

 How do you evaluate the work of the 
courts?

1–4 2.17 2.33 0

trust
 Do you trust the courts? 1–4 2.36 2.59 0
 Do you trust the JP courts and the 

courts of general jurisdiction?
0–10 5.65 5.9 0.0428

is it acceptable to use the courts to get 
rid of political dissidents?

1–4 3.02 2.91 0.0083

is it acceptable to use the courts to get 
rid of a business competitor?

1–4 3.11 3.03 0.0575

Procedural justice
 Judges’ attention to litigants 1–4 2.23 2.33 0.0094
 Lack of equal treatment of parties as 

an obstacle to use of courts
0–1 0.3 0.26 0.0246

 Corruption as an obstacle to use of 
courts

0–1 0.59 0.55 0.0489

Knowledge 
 Level of general knowledge about 

courts?
1–4 2.21 1.9 0

 Level of knowledge about JP courts 
and courts of general jurisdiction?

0–8 6.16 5.58 0

interest 
 Level of interest in courts? 1–4 2.58 2.26 0
 Level of interest in high-profile  

economic cases?
1–4 2.39 2.18 0

 Level of interest in high-profile  
political cases?

1–4 2.37 2.2 0

 Level of interest in high-profile  
criminal cases?

1–4 2.48 2.3 0

Do you feel protected by law? 1–4 2.21 2.4 0
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that some users are comfortable with an instrumental vision of law. If law is a cudgel to be wielded in 
an effort to protect and advance their interests, then it follows that they have no objection to the state 
or other powerful actors also using law as a blunt instrument.

Conclusions

What larger conclusions can we draw about the role of law and courts in contemporary Russia? The 
picture that emerges is not neat and tidy. On the one hand, we see that most court users come away 
satisfied and convinced that they have been treated fairly. From this, we can conclude that justice is 
possible and even likely in routine cases. This reality is worth dwelling on because it is at odds with our 
common wisdom about Russian courts. But it coexists with a darker reality. These users’ views are more 
consistent with the Soviet-era conception of law and courts as means to an end than with a conception 
of law and courts as an independent constraint on the powerful. The increased use of courts and the 
satisfaction of users cannot automatically be taken as steps toward building a rule-of-law society. What 
the longer term impact will be of exposure to the courts is unclear. It may be that, as Russians become 
more accustomed to fair treatment in court and to having their disputes resolved in accordance with 
the written law, their confidence in the capacity of law and courts to protect them will grow, but there 
are no guarantees. Societal faith in law and courts is delicate; it is difficult to earn and easy to destroy.

Notes
 1.  This was the theme of the “Above the Law” series of articles in the New York Times, for which they were awarded a 

Pulitzer Prize in 2011 (http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/world/series/abovethelaw/index.html, accessed August 
15, 2015). For more recent examples, see Sukhov (2015) and Gessen (2015). examples of scholarly monographs 
that dismiss the value of law include: Gel’man (2015), dawisha (2014), Hale (2014), and Hedlund (2005).

 2.  For a sampling of the literature on such cases, see Pomerantsev (2014), Gessen (2014), Sakwa (2014), and Romanova 
(2011). For a more measured view of acquittal rates in Russia, see Solomon (2015).

 3.  Mcdonald’s (2011) study of Ryazan in the 1920s, based on archival sources, provides compelling evidence that 
peasants did not shy away from the courts. It is consistent with the work of Burbank (2004), Frierson (1986), and 
others on the late Tsarist period.

 4.  ethnographic research in the courts of other former Soviet republics is equally sparse. The work of Kurkchiyan 
(2013) and Popova (2012) in the Ukrainian courts are notable exceptions.

 5.  Paneyakh’s (2014) more recent analysis of the Russian criminal justice system likewise focuses on the views of 
officials.

 6.  ekaterinburg, Moscow, Petrozavodsk, Pskov, Rostov-na-donu, St. Petersburg, velikie Luki, and voronezh.
 7.  Before their abolition, Machura (2003) studied lay assessors, a carryover from the Soviet era. They were citizens that 

sat with professional judges, which gave them a first-row seat. In theory, they had an equal vote on the outcome, 
though in practice, lay assessors were known to kowtow to professional judges, earning them the nickname of 
“nodders.” Machura asked court clerks to distribute envelopes with questionnaires to the lay assessors and later 
collect them. For the most part, these lay assessors gave high marks to the fairness of judgments and the fairness 
of citizens’ treatment. Lay assessors have not been used in criminal cases since 2004 (Kovalev 2014, 23, n. 66). Their 
use continued in civil and administrative cases until 2013 (Gosduma 2013).

 8.  For more on this survey, see http://www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/rlms-hse.
 9.  The organizers of both surveys shared the raw data with me. Any references to the results from these surveys stem 

from my analysis of these data.
10.  An additional 346 respondents had court experience, but their cases were terminated without a decision. The 

reasons were not specified.
11.  Whether confidence can be disentangled from trust is unclear. Some studies treat the two concepts as virtually 

interchangeable (Benesh and Howell 2001). Others treat them as distinct phenomena, arguing that trust captures 
citizens’ emotional view of the courts, whereas confidence is a more rational calculation of the capacity of the 
courts to deliver justice (dougherty, Lindquist, and Bradbury 2006, 177–178). The Levada survey included questions 
framed in terms of trust as well as confidence. The high correlation rates of 0.5 or more between the various 
measures of trust and confidence suggest that the Levada respondents saw them as indistinguishable.

12.  My work suggests that this insight can be extended to firms. I found that managers’ trust in the capacity of the 
courts to protect property rights was not a significant predictor of their likelihood of litigating (Hendley 2012b).

13.  If respondents had multiple court encounters, they were asked to answer the detailed questions about their 
experience with regard to the most recent case.
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14.  The percentages of respondents who identified access, delays, and judicial bias as obstacles were 20, 29, and 27, 
respectively.

15.  elsewhere in the survey, respondents were asked several additional questions about their views on the relative 
independence of Russian courts. Although most (58%) believed in the importance of a separation between the 
judicial and executive branches, their skepticism about the capacity of their courts to act independently rang 
through, with only a third finding them to be independent. In earlier versions of the model in Table 2, I included 
these variables. None emerged as statistically significant.

16.  elsewhere, increased education has been found to contribute to a greater propensity to use the courts. Gallagher 
(2016) documents this in her study of labor disputes in China, as does Tyler (2006) in his study of US behavior.

17.  Four respondents reported having gone to a constitutional court and 17 had been to the arbitrazh courts. Given 
that the jurisdiction of the arbitrazh courts is generally limited to handling disputes involving legal entities, the 
general absence of experience makes sense.

18.  Over two-thirds of family disputes veterans gave this response, as compared to 58% of other Levada court users.
19.  For a deeper analysis of the use of these summary orders, see Hendley (2013).
20.  For background on the differences between common law and civil law systems, see Merryman and Perez-Perdomo 

(2007).
21.  On the role of precedent in the Russian legal system, see Pomeranz and Grutbrod (2012).
22.  Many court websites list these office hours (e.g. http://izmailovsky.mos-gorsud.ru/about/grafik/, accessed on July 

15, 2015). Popova (2012, 129) criticized this practice as encouraging ex parte communication. She noted that 
Russian judges defend it as a way of discouraging baseless claims and seeking information about pending claims 
with the aim of uncovering the truth.

23.  Between 1986 and 2009, the number of law schools accredited by the Ministry of education grew from 100 to 310. 
Unaccredited law schools number over a thousand additional (Maggs, Schwartz, and Burnham 2015, 184–185).

24.  RLMS-HSe respondents were also asked about three other constraints: the cost of using courts, judicial bias, and 
delays. All were cited by well over half of the respondents, but none rose to the heights of the concern over the 
cost of obtaining counsel.

25.  As of 2012, the indigent became entitled to free legal assistance in civil cases as well (Federal’nyi 2011).
26.  The basic daily pay rate ranges from 500 to 1200 rubles, which equates to $8–$20 (Postavovlenie 2012).
27.  Factor analysis confirmed the wisdom of creating this scale (α = 0.949).
28.  Art. 123, Constitution (1993).
29.  e.g. Chapter 9, Grazhdanskii (2015); Chapter 10, Arbitrazhnyi (2015); and Chapter 17, Ugolovno-Protsessual’nyi 

(2015).
30.  As a rule, Russian judges make their decisions immediately after the parties finish presenting their arguments. At 

that time, they present a summary that clarifies who won, known as the “resolution part” (rezulyutivnaya chast’). 
They are given a grace period of five days to prepare a full decision on the merits (motivirovochnaya chast’) (e.g. 
Chapter 16, Grazhdanskii 2015). In an effort to relieve the relentless pressure on the lower courts, the requirement 
to write full-fledged “motivated” decisions was eliminated in 2013 for the simplest cases (Federal’nyi 2013).

31.  The mean for nonusers was 3.82. This difference in means was statistically significant (p = 0.001). These results are 
discussed below (see Table 5).

32.  On the difficulty of interpreting the “hard to say” response in Russian surveys, see Berinsky and Tucker (2006) and 
Carnaghan (1996).

33.  Respondents were asked to pick the three most corrupt groups out of a list of 10 categories of state workers. 
Traffic police were at the top of this pecking order with 55%. Following behind were federal officials (30%), police 
(33%), and local officials (30%). Courthouse personnel and doctors were identified by about 18% of respondents. 
Receiving fewer votes were members of the military (16%), those who work in the criminal justice system (16%), 
tax officials (15%), and university professors (12%).

34.  The remaining 5% of users said that it was too difficult to respond. The breakdown among nonusers reflected  
greater confidence in the law. Indeed, the mean score for nonusers (2.43 on a four-point scale, with a higher score 
reflecting greater confidence) was higher than for users (2.23). The difference in means is statistically significant 
(p = 0).

35.  Several US-based studies found that court veterans had more confidence in courts than did those without 
court experience (Kritzer and voelker 1998: Wisconsin; dougherty, Lindquist, and Bradbury 2006: Georgia). 
But a Louisiana-based study concluded that “court users are both more positive and more negative about the 
courts; i.e. their opinions are more polarized” (Benesh and Howell 2001, 204). In their study of Chinese labor 
disputes, Gallagher and Wang (2011) found that court users came away from their experience disenchanted 
with the courts.
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